Lecture Entitled "Methods of Scientific Research" at Al Ain University

The Student Affairs Deanship at Al-Ain University of Science and Technology, based in Abu Dhabi, and in cooperation with the Ministry of Presidential Affairs of National Archive, organized a lecture on "Research Methods", which was conducted by Professor Abdul Latif Sayyadi, in the presence of members of the academic and administrative bodies and university students.

The lecturer pointed out the definition of scientific research and its great importance in people's lives because it is the foundation on which upgrades them intellectually, culturally, socially, scientifically, and acts as an effective tool for fact-finding and overcoming difficulties. He further explained that a scientific research is not an intellectual luxury practiced away from one's academic concerns, hopes and aspirations, but it is a window which overlooks the fields of knowledge and creativity, especially in this rapid and busy age, which recognizes the most militarized nations in science, knowledge and modern techniques.
He also talked about the characteristics of a research scholar and researches, plus how to write scientific research using scientific steps as referring to research methodology.
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